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ROBERTO PAOLINI 

JEWELS FROM THE COLLECTION 

  

October 31th, 2015 h.04.00. 

MART Museo di Arte Moderna e Contemporanea di Trento e Rovereto 

  

                                    On October 31th at 04.00 p.m., in the charming square of the Mart Museum 

of Rovereto, will be held the double photo-shooting "Roberto Paolini. Jewels from the Collection”. 

This will be the second event promoted by the 'Archives of Works by Roberto Paolini'. It is part of 

a cycle of presentations held at museums, institutions and both national and international institutions. 

Object of this program are sculptures-jewels made by the artist since the '80s: an artistic heritage, 

result of his tireless personal research, recently rediscovered and that, after an elaborate archiving 

process, can be better appreciated, started in 7
th

 October in Museion. 

                                   A rare opportunity to admire the core of the artist's jewlry collection, thanks to 

the combined action of a photographer - set up in museum areas - and of a filmmaker who will 

capture images on stage in a symphony in vacuum: a dual photo shoot with models wearing some of 

Paolini's creations, that will allow to closely appreciate the refined technique and elegant choice of 

materials, in a dialectical and productive comparison. 

                                  The museum tour will end with the photographic documentation, accompanied 

by texts written by Adriana Polveroni. It will be included in a broader monographic work published 

by a major publishing house and dedicated to this peculiar production by Roberto Paolini (1934-

2012), versatile artist, designer and original chef who created daring combinations and was able to 

communicate art through a wide range of media. 

                              The initiative will find fulfillment in the exhibition to be held next June in Palazzo 

Serbelloni, in Corso Venezia 16, at the new headquarters of Sotheby's in Milan, where will be 

presented the monograph accompanied by the projection of videos filmed during the events at  

different museums. 

Afterwards, the rising star of international cuisine Roberto Valbuzzi will conclude the evening with 

a tribute to artist and chef Roberto Paolini, through the realization of some of his works faithfully 

translated into culinary creations, as a way to delve into one of the many languages from which the 

artist drew inspiration. 
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